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Given a tree T, a set A of vertices of T is said to be Qsymmetrizing if the identity is the only automorphism of T which stabilizes A. The asymmetrking number a(T) of T is the cardinality of the set of orbits of asymmetrizing sets of T. In [3], also appearing in this volume, Polat and Sabidussi investigated the asymmetrizing problem for trees, i.e. to determine whether a tree has an asymmetrizing set.
The case of rayless trees (trees without infinite path) and that of trees which have no endpoints, i.e. which are the union of their double rays (two-way infinite paths), were completely settled in this paper. In particular, it was shown that an endpoint-free tree T is asymmetrizable, i.e. has an asymmetrizing set, if and onlv if its asymmetrizing number is 21Ti, and a very simple characterization of those asymmetrizable trees was given.
In this paper we solve the general case of trees containing a ray by reducing this case to that of rayless trees. We prove that the asymmetrizing number of a tree T containing a ray but no double ray (resp. containing a double ray and which is asymmetrizable) is the product of the asymmetrizing numbers of the components of the forest obtained by deleting the edges of some ray (resp. of the double rays) of T. Besides we get a characterization of the asymmetrizable trees containing a double ray, quite similar to that of endpoint-free trees. These results (Theorems 3.1 and 3.5) complete in some way the study of the asymmetrization problem. Moreover, as several theorems in graph theory, Theorem 3.5 turns out to be 'self-refining', i.e. it yields a result (Proposition 3.8) stronger than itself. Finally, with this theorem and some new results about rayless trees (Section 3), we prove that if the asymmetrizing number of a tree is infinite, then it is of the form 2" for some cardinal K.
Notation and definitions
The terminology and notation will be for the most part that used in [3] with the following differences.
1.1. Given a tree T, the core T* of T is defined as follows: if T is rayless, then T* = $9; if T is one-ended, then T* is an arbitrary (but fixed) ray of T starting at a vertex which must be chosen among the set of vertices fixed by any autmorphism of T if this set is non-empty (this definition is slightly different from that in [3]); if T has a double ray, then T* is the union of all double rays. If T* # 0, then, for x E V( T*), we denote by TX the component of T\ T* containing X.
1.2. If G is a subgroup of Aut T and A E V then the G-similarity class (i.e., G-orbit) of A is G[A] : = { aA: CJ E G }. We shall say that A is a G-asymmetrizing set of T if G n Aut( T, A) consists of the identity alone. By Se,(T) we denote the set of G-asymmetrizing sets of T. Tis G-usymmetritable if it has a G-asymmetrizing set. Note that Aut( T, V\A) = Aut( T, A) for any A E V. Hence the complement of a G-asymmetrizing set is likewise G-asymmetrizing.
The G-asymmetrizing number of T, denoted by a,(T), is the maximum number of mutually non-G-similar G-asymmetrizing subsets of V. It is immediate from the definitions that a&T) Q 2l*' .
If G = Aut 7' the reference to G will be omitted. Thus we will write similar, asymmetrizing, d(T) and a(T) for G-similar, G-asymmetrizing, Se,(T) and a,(T), respectively. 1.3. Given a rooted tree (T, w) its automorphism group is Aut(T, w) := {o E Aut T: U-W = w}, i.e., the stabilizer of {w}. If G is a subgroup of Aut T we shall usually write G, for G n Aut(T, w). The case G = Aut T (hence G, = Aut(T, w)) is particularly important. With this assumption we set the following definitions and notations: two vertices or sets of vertices are similar in (T, w) if they are G,-similar in T; A E V is an asymmetrizing set of (T, w) if it is a G,,,-asymmetrizing set of T; (T, w) is asymmetrizable if T is G,,,-asymmetrizable; we denote J&-(T) and a&T) by z&,(T) and a,,,(T), respectively. Notice that, if w is a fixed point of T, then Aut(T, w) = Aut T, hence U(T) = a,,,(T). Proof. Suppose a,,,(T) # 2" for any cardinal K. We will define by induction a sequence (w&() of vertices of T such ths'l w~+~ E V(w,; T,,,) and a,(Twm) is infinite and # 2" for any cardinal K.
Let
Letw o : = w. Suppose that w, is defined for some n 2 0. Since a,,,( Tw,) is infinite and # 2" for any K, there is, by [3, Theorem 2.31, a neighbor x of w, in Tw, such that a,( TX) is infinite and # 2" for any K. Set w~+~ : = K.
( wo, Wl, l l l ) is then a ray of T, a contradiction since T is rayless. Thus a,,,(T) = 2" for some cardinal K. 0 Corollary 2.2. Let T be a rayless tree such that a(T) is infinite. Then a(T) = 2" for some cardinal K.
Proof. T has a fixed vertex or a fixed edge, since it is rayless (see [4] ). Then let w be a fixed vertex of T if there is some, or an endpoint of its fixed edge otherwise. The result is then a consequence of 2.1 since a(T) = a,(T) by 1.3 and [3, Proposition 2.51. Cl Proof, In this proof, as well as in that of Proposition 2.4, we will use the following operation. Given a family (T, wi)iel of rooted trees, we define the SV.V of this family as the rooted tree (T, w) obtained by forming the disjoint union of the trees (I;I, wi), and joining each wi to a new vertex w. Note that the sum of any family of rayless trees is rayless.
We first recall Remark 3.4(i) of [3] : For any ordinal Q there is a set A& of &+, non-isomorphic rayless rooted trees ( T, w) such that 1 T I= 9, and a,( T) = 2.
This lemma is then a simple extension of that remark with A/" = MQ when A=&.
Suppose &cA<X,+~, and let M,={(&,wi):i~Z}. For .ZE(~) let (G, wJ) be the sum of two copies of every (q, Wj) with j E J. Then, by Theorem 2.2, a,(T) = 2. We may therefore take A$ := {( TJ, wJ): J E (i)}, since clearly ]A$1 = 2*. 0 Proposition 2.4. For any infinite cardinals K and il, with K s A, there is a set of 2A non-isomorphic rayless trees T such that 1 TI = A and a(T) = 2".
Proof. (a) We will first prove that, for any infinite cardinal K there is a rayless tree TK such that lTKl = K and a(T,) = 2".
Define (To, wcu) as the sum of the family (P,, a,),<,, where (P,, a,) is the path of length n rooted at one of its endpoints. Let K 2 o. Suppose that ( TA, w*) is defined for any cardinal A -C K. Then: l if K is a limit cardinal, (T,, w,) is the sum of the family (TA, w&SACK; l if K = A+, then ( TK, w,) is the sum of K copies of (c, wA). In each case, TK is clearly rayless and of cardinality K. Furthermore, a( TK) = a,( TK) since w, is a fixed point of TK. We have then to prove that a,,,( TK) = 2". The proof goes by induction on K, using in each case Theorem 2. (b) Now let A k K, and let NA = {(K, M+): i E I} be the set defined in the preceding lemma. Let i E I, and denote by w, some vertex of TK. Now let ( Tqi,, w& be the sum of (TK, w,) with two copies of (T, wj). Then I Tti,( = A, and by (3, Theorem 2.31 and the fact that the vertex W(i) is a fixed point of TCi,, a(T(,)) = a,+,(,,(Tti,) = 2". Since 111 = 2", the set { Ttij: i E Z} is then a solution to the statement.
Cl
From the existence of asymmetrizing rayless trees with given cardinality and asymmetrizing number, we can easily obtain a result about the existence of asymmetric (i.e. having only the identity as automorphism, or equivalently such that the empty set is asymmetrizing) rayless graphs of given cardinality. roposition 2.5. For any infinite cardinal K there is a set of 2" non-isomorphic asymmetric rayless graphs of cardinal@ K.
Proof. By Proposition 2.4 there is an asymmetrizing rayles$ tree T of cardinality K and asymmetrizing number 2". Let (A&2c be a family of pairwise nonsimilar asymmetrizing sets of T. Denote by C a cycle (IV,, IV,, w,, w3, wq) of length 5 with in addition the edge [wI, w3] . The identity is then the only automorphism of C king wo. Now, for all cw< 2", let (CxO)rcA, be a family of pairwise disjoint graphs such that V(CF n T) G {x} and (Cc, X) is isomorphic with (C, wo); and finally let G= : = T U UxEA, CF.
The graphs G, are rayless, and pairwise non-isomorphic since so are the asymmetrizing sets A,. Besides the restriction of any automorphism 0 of G& to the set V(T) belongs to the stabilizer of A,, and then it is the identity since A, is asymmetrizing; hence 0 = 1 since al V(Ca = 1 for any vertex x of T. 0 3. Trees containing a ray Theorem 2.3 of [3] completely settles the case of finite trees (see [3, Algorithm 3.1]), and in a least obvious way that of rayless infinite trees. We will now reduce the case of trees containing a ray to that of rayless trees. We will first improve substantially Proposition 5.2 of [3] , which was the only result concerning one-ended trees without tied point. Following what was done in [3] , . the vertex-set of a one-ended tree Twill be endowed with the partial order defined by nay ifandonlyif R,cR,,,
where, for a vertex X, Rx denotes the unique ray of T which starts at X. 
Furthermore, a(T) = a,(T) if w. is a jkxed point when T is not Ned-point free.
Proof. We introduce a few notations. For n 3 0:
l Tk is the subtree of T induced by the set of vertices 2 w,;
. TA+1 :=UK+&): x E ~w~+,\G,,,bnlh Notice that, since the ray R is fixed by any element of G,, if A is an asymmetrizing set of (T, wo) then, for any n 3 0, A n V( T,) E d,( T,); and conversely any set CJnao An with A, E sP,(T,), n > 0, is an asymmetrizing set of (T, wo). Hence a(T) <a,(T) = n a,,. n=O We are done if w. is a fixed point. Assume that T has no fixed point. We distinguish three cases. Then there is a p such that aA is infinite for every n ap. Without loss of generality we can suppose that a, is infinite for any n. We will prove that a(T) z k,, a,. We define by induction sets A, and B, of cardinality a: and a, of pairwise nonsimilar asymmetrizing sets of (T,, w,) and (TA, w,) , respectively.
Since a0 is infinite, there are two disjoint sets A0 and B. of cardinality a0 such that their union is a set of pairwise nonsimilar asymmetrizing sets of (To, wo) .
Suppose that A, and B,, are defined for some n 2 0. Let Cn be a set of cardinality a: +1 of pair-wise nonsimilar asymmetrizing sets of (Ti, 1, w,, , j.
Ifm,= 1 then a,+l = az+l; let:
A n+r:={AUC:A~A, andCECn}, B cn. is not similar with Bo. Thus (JW~ = wo, and this implies that 0 fixes the ray R.
Hence a& = B, for any n 2 0. Therefore the restriction of 0 to V( Th) is the identity, since B, is an asymmetrizing set of T. Furthermore, by their definitions, two different such asymmetrizing sets are nonsimilar. Hence (c) Therefore 297 a(T) = a,(T) = n a,,.
fE30
And this completes the proof. 0
We get immediately the following.
Corollary 3.2. Let T be a one-ended tree without Bed point. Then a(T) = a,(T) for any vertex w.
3.3.
To get a similar result for trees containing a double ray, we have to extend in a way some results of [3] about upward extendable trees. The next lemma is 0btainL.i by relativization of different results of Section 4 of [3] to a particular subgroup of automorphisms. Its proof, which is exactly the same as those given in [3] , with G instead of Aut T, is thus omitted. We recall that, for a rooted tree (T, w), if G is a subgroup of Aut T, then Gw : = G n Aut( T, w).
Given a tree T we will denote by %(T) the set of subgroups G of Aut T satisfying the following condition: if o E Aut T is such that ax belongs to the G-orbit G[x] of x for every x E V, then o E G. for every x E V(T,)\{w}.
Proof. (a) Let x E V(T,).
The subtree TX is rayless, and asymmetrizable by hypothesis. Define the cardinal K, in the following way: If a,(T") is infinite, then by Proposition 2.Y it is of the form 2" for some cardinal SC; put K, : = PC. If, otherwise, a,(T") is finite, then put K~ := 1.
Define then the family (T@)) xeV(T,) of pairwise disjoint trees such that, T(") is the tree reduced to the vertex x if K, = 1, and is a regular tree of degree K, with V( T@) n T,) = {x}, otherwise. For any x E V(T,), 1 Tcx)l = K, and a,( Ttx)) = 2KX (by [l, 3.21 or by [3, 4.121 We will associate with every x E V(T,) two sets R(x) and R'(x). Casel: K,#l. Let R(x) (resp. R'(x)) be a set of one representative of each similarity class of asymmetrizing sets of (TX, x) (resp. (Ttx) , x)) which do not contain X. Since R'(x) and R(x) have the same cardinality 2Ks, there is a bijection fX between these two sets. These bijectjons can be chosen so that, if x and y are similar in T, then, for any A E R'(x) and B E R '( y ), A and B are G-similar in T' if and only if fx(A) and f,(B) are similar in T.
Case 2: Kx = I. Let R'(x) = {8}, and R(x) be the set having as single element an asymmetrizing set of (TX, x) which does not contain x. And let f* be the bijection between R'(x) and R(x). Let Therefore, on the one hand, taking A = B, we get o* = 1 since A is G-asymmetrizing.
Thus a] V( T,) = a*1 V(T,) = 1, and for any x E V(T,), al V( TX) = 1 since Af n (V( TX) is an asymmetrizing set of (TX, x). Hence 0 = 1, and Af is an asymmetrizing set of T.
On the other hand, if A and B are non-G-similar elements of J@, then Af and Bf are nonsimilar asymmetrizing sets of T. Thus YewT*nGl;)
